Tanah Lot Sunset Tour
Full Day
Elephant Trek
At the Bali Elephant Camp, you’ll have the chance to learn more about Sumatran elephants form the head
Mahout (elephant trainer) and ride atop these noble beasts for a 30 minute trek along the edge of a lush
valley, even including a wade through their cooling off pool. You’ll look down at the raging Ayung River
and perhaps see monkeys and tropical birds in their natural habitat. Part of the proceeds are donated to
the conservation of this magnificent species in their home island of Sumatra where they are classified as
endangered

Alas Kedaton - Monkey & Bat Forest
Alas Kedaton is one of Bali’s three Monkey Forests and is home to around 400 monkeys, mostly the longtailed or grey macaque. They run free in a 12 hectare forest and yet are considerably tamer than the
monkeys in Ubud, Hanging in trees at the forest’s rear side, are hundreds of large bats.
Deep in the heart of the forest lies the local village temple, Pura Alas Kedaton. From any of the four gates,
the holy temple is found at a lower level, unlike more common temple designs where the central holding
area is at a higher level. Historic evidence suggests that the temple dates back to the pre-Hindu, megalithic
period of Bali.

Pura Taman Ayun
Bordered by broad moats dotted with lilies, the temple lies amidst a beautiful park with towering trees and
languid ponds, Built by the King of Mengwi in 1634 A.D. it can only be entered via a bridge leading to a
richly ornamented ‘candid bentar’, the gate which gives access to the outer courtyard of the temple. The
inner courtyard is encircled by its own little moat and is inaccessible to the public except at festival time,
although the surrounding wall is low enough to give a reasonable view of the two-dozen multi-tiered meru
within.

Tanah Lot
We arrive shortly before sunset as this is one of the magical spots to linger as the sun sinks behind the
Tanah Lot temple standing on a rocky island just off the shore. Dedicated to the guardian spirits of the sea,
the temple is said to be guarded from evil by the sea snakes that inhabit the caves below. Tanah Lot itself is
not accessible to visitors, but magnificent views can be had from a variety of nearby points. Naturally,
there are plenty of souvenir shops and cafes to keep you occupied before and after the dramatic end of a
cultural and nature inspired afternoon journey.

Tour driver fee: US$ 90 for 2 to 4 persons
Tour duration: 8-10 hours
Included: Car with air conditioning, Petrol, Parking fees English speaking tour guide/driver
Excluded: Entrance fees, performance fees and Lunch for guest and tour guide
Itinerary: This is a sample schedule, and the tour guide will customize the program to suit your
preferences.
Note: It is a nice gesture for you to provide lunch for your Tour guide and include him or her while dining with your
group. The price for larger groups is generally slightly less expensive.

Estimated Additional Costs
Places to visit
Price in IDR
Elephant Trek
30 min Trek
1 Hour 10 min Trek

Alas Kedaton
Pura Taman Ayu
Tanah Lot
Total (maximum)

518 560 Adult/358 278
Child
757 200 Adult/555 245
Child

15 000
15 000
30 000
578560/ US$62

